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"e;Fall of Man, is that demons were bewitched."e;German crime
novels days queen Nell Neuhaus' interview &Neuhaus' favorite work
"e;deep wound"e;, wonderful selection.Cai Jun historical suspense
novel "e;Night Revels"e; for you to uncover the real reason why
Nian Gengyao, YongZheng's minion was killed!Popular Japanese
writer Murakami Ryu "e;God elected child"e;Director of the

Department of the text book "e;carp"e; Zhou Jianing column, "e;not
because of apathy"e;-we're just a bystander of deaths.Another
masterpiece of contemporary suspense masters: Ning Hangyi

"e;private kitchens"e; (below) Zhuang Tai, "e;You are my eyes"e;
(below)- a candy "e;empty the black hole"e;More new magazine
authors Qiu Zhengang "e;heading writer"e;, Liu Meng, "e;the 13th
apartment"e;......not the same feeling of shock, reverse the suspense
game logic, all in the current "e;Mystery World-Evil in Mind"e;This
time, who will be bewitched by whom? "e;Mystery World"e; the
most famous Chinese suspense journal, has an extensive degree of
knowledge and influence in the audience on suspense. In September
2011, Mr. Cai Jun in Shanghai founded the "e;Mystery World"e;
magazine, and served as editor. In May 2013, "e;Mystery World"e;



journal published a comprehensive upgrade to digital, based on the
direction of "e;Let suspense go into the palace "e; for the magazine,
when they did the choice of the best-selling works, they made it clear
of a "e;biased towards literature, emphasis on thinking, humanistic
emphasis on "e;new positioning, high quality standards soliciting
unique in suspense readings; and this book becomes the first to
abandon paper journals, all-digital publishing future-oriented
business publication."e;Mystery World"e; respects "e;Extensive
suspense"e; concept, including reasoning, gothic, horror, etc.,

collecting many "e;Extensive-suspense"e; Rookie of famous writers
and new works, and having more cooperation in the field of

copyright."e;Mystery World"e; respected "e;Expensive suspense"e;
concept, including reasoning, gothic, horror, etc., included many
"e;Fan- suspense"e; Rookie of famous writers and new works, and
has more cooperation in the field of copyright. For more the latest
update, please pay attention to the official blog: weibo.com /
mixiaoshuo, Submission E-mail : tougao@xuanyishijie.com
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